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Nanowires are widely used for energy harvesting, sensors, and solar cells. We report a study on the role of

buffer layer in the growth of zinc oxide (ZnO) nanowires (NWs) synthesised by a chemical bath deposition

(CBD) method. To control the thickness of the buffer layer, multilayer coatings corresponding to one layer

(100 nm thick), three layers (300 nm thick), and six layers (600 nm thick) of ZnO sol–gel thin-films were

used. The evolution of the morphology and structure of ZnO NWs was characterized by scanning

electron microscopy, X-ray diffraction, photoluminescence, and Raman spectroscopy. Highly C-oriented

ZnO (002)-oriented NWs were obtained on both substrates, silicon and ITO, when the thickness of the

buffer layer was increased. The role of ZnO sol–gel thin films used as a buffer layer for the growth of

ZnO NWs with (002)-oriented grains also resulted in a significant change in surface morphology on both

substrates. The successful deposition of ZnO NWs on a variety of substrates, as well as the promising

results, open up a wide range of applications.
1 Introduction

Piezoelectric and biocompatible materials, including zinc oxide
(ZnO) and aluminium nitride (AlN), have found a wide range of
applications.1–3 For these latter, the crystalline orientation of the
c-axis, with preferential (002) planes, is required for
piezoelectricity.4–6 Among them, ZnO is a unique material with
excellent piezoelectric, optical and semiconductor properties.
Recently, there has been a surge of interest in the fabrication
and characterization of ZnO nanostructures such as ZnO
nanowires (NWs).7 It has been found that ZnO nanowires can be
used as a sensitive layer for sensing applications based on
surface acoustic wave (SAW) devices and other detectors.8,9 ZnO
NWs are gaining more and more attention from researchers
around to the development of low-cost technology for solar
energy harvesting in order to meet future energy needs without
causing environmental harm.10,11 In addition, Zhong Lin Wang
has demonstrated energy harvesters based on vertical ZnO
nanowires.12 These organized structures based on ZnO NWs
offer several applicative advantages due to their morphologies
and dimensions in the piezoelectric eld.13,14

Several low-cost deposition techniques have been investi-
gated, and it has been found that many important parameters,
such as precursor concentration, growth temperature, buffer
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layer type and thickness, affect the formation of ZnO.15–17 The
chemical bath deposition (CBD) technique has attracted the
interest of the research community due to its simplicity, cost
efficiency, low temperature and environmentally friendly
growth deposition, as well as its ability to scale up to large areas
for commercial production.18,19 However, the relationships
between the buffer layer and C-oriented NWs properties with
preferential (002) planes are rather few addressed in the
literature.

Within this frame, the aim of our work was to optimize the
growth process, both on Si and indium tin oxide (ITO)
substrates, to obtain the proper ZnO NWs orientation in
combination with a ZnO sol–gel thin-lms as buffer layer.
Further, we clarify the signicance of different thicknesses of
buffer layers on the growth of ZnO NWs by CBD. The emphasis
is focus on the relationship between morphology, structure and
optical properties.
2 Experimental
2.1 Synthesis of the buffer layer

The ZnO buffer layers were deposited using a sol–gel method
detailed in our previous paper.20 Herein, the depositions of ZnO
sol–gel buffer layer on Si h100i and glass ITO samples (1 cm × 1
cm) were carried out by spin coating method as presented in
Fig. 1A and C. Briey, the precursor ethanolamine (NH2CH2-
CH2OH) were used with ethanol (C2H6O) as stabilizer and
solvent, respectively, and zinc acetate dihydrate (Zn[CH3-
COO]2$2H2O). The zinc acetate concentration was xed at
0.75 M, while the molar ratio of zinc acetate dihydrate to
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 15077–15085 | 15077
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Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the steps fabrication based on a combination of sol–gel synthesis and chemical bath deposition process of
ZnO nanowires (A) on ZnO sol–gel thin-film deposited on substrate by spin coating, (B) ZnO nanowires arrays. (C) and (D), SEM images of the as-
grown ZnO nanowire arrays on the substrate (C), ZnO sol–gel thin-film after spin-coating, and (D) ZnO nanowires grown.
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ethanolamine was kept at 1 : 1. In order to study the effect of the
number of buffer layer, 1, 3 and 6 layers were deposited with
spin coating technique. Aer deposition, these were dried at
different temperatures from 100 to 300 °C for 20 min to evap-
orate the solvents and remove organic residues. Finally, the
buffer layer with different thicknesses were annealed in air at
400 °C for 1 h.
2.2 Synthesis of the nanowires

Aer the buffer layer preparations, ZnO nanowires (NWs) are
prepared by the chemical bath deposition (CBD) method as
shown in Fig. 1B and D. The solution in the beaker is prepared
from an equimolar mixture of 0.2 M zinc nitrate hexahydrate
precursors (Zn(NO3)2$6H20) and hexamethylenetetramine
(HMTA) (C6H12N4). Then this mixture is stirred for one hour at
60 °C. The solution obtained is transparent with a white
precipitate. The reactions involved in this growth are the
following:

Zn(NO3)2$6H2O / Zn2+ + 2NH3+ + 6H2O (1)

C6H12N4 + 6H2O / 6HCOH + 4NH3 (2)

NH3 + H2O / NH4
+ + OH− (3)

NH3 + H2O / NH4
+ + OH− (4)

Zn2+ + 2OH− / Zn(OH)2 (5)

Zn(OH)2 / ZnO + H2O (6)
15078 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 15077–15085
Under the inuence of temperature, zinc nitrate and HMTA
decompose to form Zn2+ ions (eqn (1)) and a formaldehyde/
ammonia mixture (eqn (2)), respectively. The ammonia then
reacts with water to form OH− ions (eqn (3)), which form irre-
versible crystalline zinc oxide according to (eqn (6)). Further-
more, if ZnO is desired in the form of nanowires, it is necessary
to go through the intermediate phase of zinc hydroxide of the
type Zn(OH)2. HMTA is a source of slowly emerging HO− ions in
the chemical bath growth mechanism. Since the rate of hydro-
lysis is inversely proportional to the pH of the growth solution,
it acts as a buffer. HMTA may also play a role in the particular
growth of nanowires along the c-axis.

The CBD method consists in immersing the buffer layer in
a beaker containing the prepared solution and xed on
a support for 4 h under agitation at 90 °C. Aer 4 hours of
growth, the samples are extracted from the solution, rinsed and
dried. Then they are annealed in a muffle oven at 400 °C for 1
hour.

2.3 Characterization techniques

Aer all of the ZnO NWs were prepared, the characterization
process was conducted. Morphological of the ZnO NWs were
examined by a scanning electron microscope (SEM) model
Magellan. ImageJ soware was used to determine the diameter
of the nanowires. While the structural properties (orientation
and crystalline structure) of the ZnO NWs were conrmed by X-
ray diffraction (XRD) with the model Bruker D8 advance. X-rays
are generated by a copper anticathode, a ltering system allows
us to work in a Bragg–Brentano “-2” conguration. The angle
varies by a step of 0.5° between 20° and 70° with an integration
time of one second. The identication of the DRX peaks is done
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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by comparison with the ICDD (International Center for
Diffraction Data) computer database of X'Pert High Score so-
ware. The optical properties were determined by photo-
luminescence (PL) and Raman spectra. PL spectra were
measured by Jobin Yvon HR 250 spectrophotometer. Raman
spectra were obtained with a RENISHAW inVia Qontor confocal
Raman microscope with thermoelectric cooling for ultralow
noise levels. The spectra were recorded in a backscattering
conguration with ultrafast data collection (over 1800 spectra
per second). The excitation line was at 532 nm, and the laser
power was kept at 50% of the source power to avoid heating the
samples.
Fig. 3 (A) SEM image and (B) diameter distribution of ZnO nanowires
growth on ITO substrate.
3 Results
3.1 Morphological properties of ZnO nanowires

The SEM images in Fig. 2 show ZnO NWs grown on buffer layers
with different thicknesses of 100, 300, and 600 nm. Nanowires
with diameters of 40 to 70 nm, 65 to 105 nm, and 70 to 200 nm
were fabricated. This nanowire diameter is affected by the
thickness of the buffer layer. For a buffer layer thickness of
100 nm, 300 nm, and 600 nm, respectively, we observe a decay of
NWs density of 68 nanowires per mm2, 46 nanowires per mm2,
and 24 nanowires per mm2, respectively. We observed that, when
the thickness of the buffer layer is very important, the nano-
wires become less compact, and more tilted on top surface.
Some of the nanowires are not perpendicular to the substrate
due to the wrinkles on the surface of the buffer layer. This is
because as the thickness of the buffer layers increases, the
dimensions and density of the wrinkles also increase.20

Subsequently, we investigate the effects of the substrate on
ZnO NWs deposited on a 100 nm thick buffer layer, using two
Fig. 2 Top: SEMmicrographs of ZnO nanowires grown on silicon substrate with (A) one buffer layer, (B) 3 buffer layers, (C) 6 buffer layers; below:
the corresponding NWs diameter distribution obtained through the software ImageJ.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 15077–15085 | 15079
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types of ITO glass and Si substrates. As shown in Fig. 3, we
observed that the growth of NWs is more compact on ITO
substrate than on Si substrate. This can be explained by larger
diameters of NWs on ITO, range from 260 nm to 640 nm. Due to
this increase in the ZnO NWs diameter, the NWs density
decreased from 68 nanowires per mm2 to 20 nanowires per mm2.
3.2 Optical properties of ZnO nanowires

The intensity of the Raman peaks is proportional to the quality
of the material. The higher crystal quality of the material, the
higher intensity and the narrower the peak width. Thus, crys-
tallized ZnO has a much higher intensity than polycrystalline
ZnO and amorphous ZnO. Raman spectra of ZnO NWs grown
on Si and ITO substrates show vibrational modes attributed to
a wurtzite structure of ZnO. Table 1 presents the experimental
results regarding the position and full-width at half maximum
(FWHM) of the Raman peaks.
Table 1 Position, FWHM, and vibrational modes of ZnO nanowires
grown on ITO glass and Si substrate

ZnO NWs Peak (cm−1) FWHM (cm−1)
Vibration
modes

Si 96 4.19 Elow2

435.74 10.24 Ehigh2

617.47 18 TA + TO
668 20 TA + LO

ITO 97.46 3.7 Elow2

329.62 21.5 Ehigh2 − Elow2

381.67 3.7 A1 (TO)
436.83 9.32 Ehigh2

569.32 54.43 A1 (LO)
1101.36 66.24 2LO
1156.7 39.75 2A1 (LO)

Fig. 4 (A) Raman spectra, and (B) PL spectra of ZnO NFs grown on an IT
buffer layer.
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The positions of the lines and their widths at mid-height
corresponding to the vibrational mode assignments are
summarized in Table 3.11,19 Themodes observed at 115, 300, 520
and 970 cm−1 are assigned to silicon substrate specic
modes.21,22 As shown in Fig. 4A, a Raman line is detected around
437 cm−1, which is associated with the Ehigh2 of high intensity.
These vibrational modes of ZnO NWs grown on an ITO
substrate are more intense and a narrow mid-height width at
437 cm−1 than the vibrational modes of ZnO NWs grown on Si
substrate. The latter seems relate a good crystalline quality of
the ZnO/ITO NWs structure since the Ehigh2 mode is very sensi-
tive to crystal lattice deformation under stress and the presence
of defects.23

Nevertheless, Raman spectra, corresponding to the Ehigh2 −
Elow2 , is very weak for ZnO NWs. The detection of this mode is
related to the presence of hydrogen in interstitial sites or oxygen
vacancies in ZnO. Fig. 4B shows the photoluminescence spectra
recorded in the wavelength range of 325 to 900 nm at room
temperature under an excitation length of 325 nm. We observed
that these spectra are mainly composed of two asymmetric
bands: the exciton emission band in the UV range and a defect
emission band in the visible range. The emission of these bands
is more intense for the growth ZnO NWs on ITO than Si
substrate.

As presented in Fig. 4B, the optical responses of ZnO NWs
recorded by photoluminescence can be divided into three areas:

� Region A: in this region, the recombination emission near
the zone edge (NBE) for ZnO NWs on ITO is more intense than
Si substrate. These bands are located near 377 nm and 380 nm,
respectively for ZnO grown on Si and ITO. For ZnO, the UV
emission (also called near-band emission) is located near its
absorption edge and which occurs through excitonic recombi-
nations or band–band transitions. Excitons bound to dopants,
native defects, or complexes produce extrinsic transitions that
typically create discrete electronic states in the band gap.24
O and Si substrate with 100 nm-thick of ZnO sol–gel thin film used as

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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� Region B: the visible luminescence is usually a combina-
tion of emissions related to exciton transitions,25 surface
defects, vacancies, and surface morphology.26

� Region C: the band in this region is centered around
754.5 nm, it is a second order response of the UV band (2l= 2×
377 = 754 nm).

We observe that the UV emission is more intense than the
visible emission. This result seems to show the highest crys-
talline quality of ZnO.27 However the mechanism of PL in the
visible region for ZnO is still far from being fully claried.28
Fig. 6 XRD pattern of ZnO NWs growth (A) on silicon substrate
coveringwith buffer layer of varying thickness, and (B) on ITO substrate
with one buffer layer (100 nm thick).
3.3 Structural properties of nanowires ZnO

In this paragraph we highlight the crystalinity properties of ZnO
NWs by X-ray diffractogram analyses in terms of the inuence of
buffer layer thickness appear to agree with the observations of
the SEM images, Raman and PL analysis. Fig. 5 shows the
relationship between the nanowires and the possible growth
orientation along the reticular plane (h k l). In general, the
nanowires adopt the orientation (0 0 2) related to the thermo-
dynamic energy at the surface.29 Due to the high deposition rate
and associated energy, the adatoms at the surface (002), (100)
and (101) are preferred planes leading to parallel growth with
polycrystalline structure. The XRD shows a c-axis orientation
leading to the hexagonal NWs being perpendicular to the
substrate during the growth process, as shown in Fig. 5. And the
result of SEM also conrms the columnar structure of ZnO.
Fig. 5 shows that the c-axis does not grow perpendicular to the
substrate, resulting in a polycrystalline structure of ZnO. Note
that poorly aligned nanowires should be detected by XRD,
which have the (100) and (101) preferred planes in addition to
the (002) preferred plane. Moreover, peaks less intense than the
peaks in the (0 0 2) plane are detected in the XRD diffractograms
of the ZnO nanowires, and these peaks are related to the poly-
crystalline structure. We obtained a strong peak (002) that is
related to the orientation of the ZnO NWs along the c-axis as
seen in Fig. 6A. The identication of the peaks of the spectra
obtained from the series of samples are in agreement with the
data base sheet ICDD (International Center of Diffraction Data)
Fig. 5 The orientation of the nanowires in the (h k l) planes with respect to the substrate plane.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 15077–15085 | 15081



Table 2 Lattice parameters, and stresses of ZnO NWs as a function of
buffer layer numbers

Number of buffer
layers a = b (Å) c (Å) c/a s (GPa)

1 (100 nm) 3.264 5.23 1.602 −0.235
3 (300 nm) 3.275 5.243 1.600 −0.263
6 (600 nm) 3.278 5.244 1.600 −0.317

RSC Advances Paper
of number 36-1451. These growth nanomaterials are single
phase with hexagonal structure of wurtzite type. We highlight
a strong preferential direction of growth along the c-axis, since
line (002) at the diffraction line 2q = 34° angle. The presence of
peaks associated with the silicon substrate disappear when the
thickness of the ZnO buffer layer increases. While, the inten-
sities of the (1 0 0), (1 0 1), (1 0 2), (1 0 3), and (2 0 1) directions
increase as the thickness of the buffer layer increases. These
observed directions are probably due to the presence of the
polycrystalline structure of the buffer layer. We have demon-
strated successful growth by combining sol–gel and CBD
synthesis, regardless of the substrate used, because ZnO NWs
on ITO have a preferential crystalline plane as well (002). There
is no discernible difference between the XRD patterns in
Fig. 7B, as both graphs show the same peaks. In fact, both ZnO
NWs growth on Si and ITO substrate are crystallized under
a hexagonal structure of the wurtzite type.

In the following, we show that the properties of the stress (s)
can be very strongly inuenced by the thickness of the buffer
layer and the substrate, as shown schematically in Fig. 1. The
stress and lattice parameters a, c, and the c/a ratios of ZnO NWs
grown on Si substrate as function on buffer layer thickness are
summarized in Table 2.

These lattice parameters a and c were calculated by using the
relation of dhkl following the eqn (7) and (8):20

1

dhkl
2
¼ 4

3

�
a2 þ k2 þ l2

a2

�
þ l2

c2
(7)

c ¼ l

2 sin q

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
h2 þ k2 þ l2

p
¼ l

sin q
(8)

where dhkl is inter-planer spacing, h, k and l are the Miller
indices of the reticular plane family. The reported lattice
constants are mostly in the range of 3.264 to 3.275 Å for the a-
parameter and from 5.23 to 5.244 Å for the c-parameter, with c/
a of 1.6. Under ambient conditions, ZnO has a wurtzite crys-
talline structure with hexagonal unit cell and two lattice
parameters, a and c, with a c/a ratio ranging between 1.5393 and
Fig. 7 FWHM and crystallite size of the ZnO NWs as a function of
buffer layer thickness.
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1.6035. This ratio correlates with our result, independent of the
substrates silicon and ITO. The crystallite size was estimated
according to the following formula (9).20

D ¼ 0:9l

b cos q
(9)

where l is the wavelength of the X-rays used, which is Cu Ka
radiation (l = 1.5406 Å). b is the full width at half maximum of
the peak corresponding to the crystalline plane (002), and q the
diffraction. The calculated crystallite sizes are in the range of
97.5 nm and 130 nm for ZnO NWs grown on silicon substrate.
Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 7, the improved the ZnO NWs
crystalline quality, as conrmed by the lower FWHM value
range from 0.07° to 0.09°. The FWHM of an ZnO NWs grown on
thinner buffer layer of 100 nm thick was improved, while the
crystallite sizes increased to 130 nm. In fact, the values of
FWHM increase and the crystallite size of ZnO NWs decreases
with increasing buffer thickness. Liang-Wen Ji et al. also re-
ported that the crystallite sizes increase with increasing thick-
ness.30 This difference in crystallite size is due to the surface of
the layer containing the nucleation sites. In our previous work,
we observed that the ZnO sol–gel thin lm surface using here as
buffer layer shows a network of troughs and ridges whose
distributions increases with the thickness of the layer.20 Indeed,
the density and crystallite size of ZnO NWs increase signi-
cantly due to the coalescence effect of nuclei on the surface of
the buffer layer which becomes more important.

The stress s values in our synthesis of ZnO NWs were esti-
mated from the observed shi, in the diffraction peak between
their positions in the XRD spectra via the formula, which is
valid for a hexagonal lattice:

s ¼ 2C13
2 � C33ðC11 þ C12Þ

2C13

� cfilm � c0

c0
(10)

3 ¼ cfilm � c0

c0
(11)

where 3 is the strain in the lms in the direction of the c-axis, c0
(5.205 Å) is the lattice constant of bulk ZnO, and clm is the
lattice constant of fabricated ZnO lms. The latter can be
calculated using the following equation:

cfilm ¼ 2d002 ¼ l

sin q
(12)

where q is the Bragg diffraction angle. Substituting the values of
cij (i,j = 1, 2, 3) with c11 = 208.8, c33 = 213.8, c12 = 119.7, c13 =
104.2 GPa (ZnO elastic constants). We can obtain the residual
stress s in ZnO lm by the following equation:
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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s = −233 × 3 (13)

We obtained a compressive stress, range from −0235 GPa to
−0.317 GPa, that increases with the number of the buffer layer.
This is explained by the presence of defects in the buffer layer
and the growth of ZnO NWs, as shown in Fig. 4 PL spectra in
region B in the wavelength range from 500 nm to 700 nm. We
have shown that PL analysis can be a useful tool to determine
the defects in ZnO NWs, allowing a better interpretation of X-ray
analysis.

The effects of a thicker buffer layer on the growth of ZnO
NWs on the Si substrate were then compared with the ITO
substrate. The stress values for ZnO NWs/Si and ZnO NWs/ITO,
grown on 6 buffer layers of ZnO sol–gel thin lm with a thick-
ness of about 600 nm, are shown in Table 3. It can be seen that
the two stresses of the two samples are different. The stress
value of ZnO NWs/ITO is positive, whichmeans that the stress is
in tension (extensive) direction. On the other hand, the sign of
the stress value of ZnO NWs/Si was negative, which means that
it is compressive stress. This contradiction is probably due to
the relaxation phenomenon at the interface between the
substrate and the buffer layer. Indeed, numerous defects such
as dislocations and even net shis can occur at the interface,
which are relatively important. These effects seem to affect less
the quality of ZnO NWs on ITO substrate.

Table 2 summarizes the crystallite sizes, dislocation density,
and FWHM of ZnO NWs grown on ITO and Si. For a thicker
buffer layer, we observed that the FWHM of ZnO NWs on ITO
substrate is lower than that of ZnO NWs on Si substrate. This
indicates that the ZnO NWs/ITO are more crystallized and
oriented along the c-axis than the ZnO NWs/ITO. According to
the studies of M. Ali Yildirim et al., the crystallite size is large
when the FWHM value of the (002) peak is low, therefore, the
dislocation density value is also low and the obtained layer is
better crystallized.31 The dislocation density is expressed as
follows:32

d ¼ 1

D2
(14)

This layer dislocation density (d) is a parameter corre-
sponding to the dislocation line length per unit volume of the
crystal and represents the imperfection of the crystal lattice.
Indeed, dislocations are non-equilibrium imperfections in
contrast to vacancies (O2−) or interstitial atoms (Zn2+). More-
over, dislocation density (d) represents defects in crystal growth
due to mismatch of the lattice between the substrate and the
Table 3 Lattice parameters, crystallite size, dislocation density and
stresses of ZnO NWs grown on ITO glass substrate and Si on 600 nm-
thick ZnO sol–gel

Samples FWHM D (nm) d (10−4 nm−2) s (GPa)

ZnO NWs/Si 0.093 97.9 1.043 −0.317
ZnO NWs/ITO 0.071 132 0.574 0.269

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
deposition of materials in the form of nanostructures or
impurities. The value of the layer dislocation density (d) is
inversely proportional to the square of the crystal size. In our
work, the crystallization of the hexagonal phase of ZnO NWs
grown were obtained on Si, as well as ITO substrate. ZnO NWs
grown on ITO with 6 buffer layers, have a crystallite size value
evaluated at 132 nm and a very low dislocation density of 1.662
× 10−4 nm−2 for a FWHM of about 0.093°. As expected, we nd
that the crystallite sizes of ZnO NWs grown on ITO substrate are
larger than those grown on Si substrate. In the (0 0 2) plane,
these values vary from 132 nm for ZnO NWs/ITO to 97.9 nm for
ZnO NWs/ITO following a decrease in FWHM values corre-
sponding to a narrower and more intense peak as seen in Fig. 6.

In this study, Raman, and PL spectroscopy have been shown
to be a more sensitive technique than XRD for investigating
structural changes due to the presence of defects in ZnO NWs.

4 Discussion

The objective of this study is to fabricate c-oriented ZnO nano-
wires with preferential (002) planes on a sol–gel ZnO buffer layer
of different thicknesses deposited by spin-coating. Azmi et al.17

was reported that increasing the buffer layer thickness, from
14.43 nm to 53.13 nm, improves crystallinity ZnO nanowires
growing from planes (100), (002), (102), (110), and (103), (101),
(102), (110), and (103), and preferential growth occurs at the
(101) planes.17

Herein, we demonstrated the inuence of the presence of the
buffer layer range from 100 nm to 600 nm on the growth of ZnO
NWs. As observed in Fig. 2, for a silicon substrate with a buffer
layer we notice the good uniformity of ZnO NWs, while, without
a buffer layer, we observed the presence of nanoowers. These
nanoowers are not uniform and do not cover the whole
substrate. These latters not adhere properly and easily detached
from the substrate. Although the presence of the relatively
rough buffer layer, the latter allows the growth of nanowires
xed to the substrate and with a good rigidity. Moreover, the
ratio c/a = 1.6 indicates that the lattice is compact. Indeed, this
buffer layer plays the role of a seed layer, which is necessary for
the growth of zinc oxide nanowires by chemical way. This
control of the previously developed and studied thin lms will
allow a better control of the nanowire growth parameters.15,20

ZnO NWs have almost the same band gap with ZnO lm but
a much larger thickness-surface area ratio compared to spin-
coating deposition. The results show that ZnO NWs have
different morphologies, structures, and optical properties,
proving that the buffer layer strongly inuences the growth and
properties of ZnO nanostructures.

Like silicon materials, indium tin oxide (ITO) is a key
component in various applications such as photovoltaics due to
its high optical transparency in the visible range (80%) and low
electrical resistance (10−4 cm).33 In a real environment, sunlight
can be quite diffuse. Solar cells must be very efficient at
absorbing light in a wide range of wavelengths and at different
angles of incidence. Overall, the structure of a solar cell based
on ZnO nanowires has the advantage of capturing light better
and increasing its efficiency. Herein, the SEM images show
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 15077–15085 | 15083
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a network of hexagonal intertwined nanowires with different
diameters. The advantage of smaller diameter nanowires is that
they are better at absorbing short wavelength light, while larger
diameter nanowires are more efficient for trapping light with
longer wavelengths.

As observed in Tables 2 and 3, there are a large number of
causes of residual stresses, such as the difference between the
constants of thermal expansion coefficients, lattice mismatch in
different materials, dislocations, incorporation of impurities,
thickness of the deposited layer, etc. As the thickness of the
deposited buffer layer increases, the residual stress changes. A
slight change in compressive stress is seen as the thickness of
the layer is increased. During the deposition of the material,
sufficient kinetic energy is likely to be supplied to the atoms in
the layer surface so that the atoms arrange on the substrate
surface and cause compressive residual stresses. The surface
energy is another parameter that can cause residual stresses.
The surface energy of Si is nearly 1240 mJ m−2,34,35 while the
surface energy of ITO glass is less than 100 mJ m−2.36,37 This
means that Si substrates are more hydrophobic than ITO glass
substrates. The quality of buffer layer deposited on ITO glass
substrates is better than Si substrates. Since Si substrates are
more hydrophobic, the buffer layer affects the growth of nano-
wires. Wang et al., reported that when the surface energy is
decreased, the stresses increase and change their sign from
negative to positive.38

As shown in Fig. 8, the reectivity spectrum of ZnO nanowires
deposited on Si wafer with 1 buffer layer and 3 buffer layers. We
nd that the decrease in light reectivity from 2.96% to 0.58% for
1 buffer layer and 3 buffer layers respectively. We haven't
measured the presence of the reectivity spectrum of ZnO NWs
grown on 6 buffer layers, because for this type of buffer layer
seems to relate a reectivity becomes 0%. This result is consistent
with the SEM images because as the number of buffer layers
increases, the orientation rate of nanowires on the substrate
Fig. 8 The reflectivity spectrum of ZnO NWs grown on a Si substrate
with one buffer layer and 3 buffer layers.

15084 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 15077–15085
decreases, that means there is a low percentage of tilted nano-
wires. The increasing presence of wrinkles in the ZnO thin lm
sol–gel used as a buffer layer seems to affect the nanowire density
and leads to surfaces with low nanowire density depending on
the thickness of this layer. The tilt of the nanowires is the solu-
tion to decrease the reectivity rate. Moreover, with this tilt, our
samples can absorb all directions of light. Our previous work20

shows that we can decrease the reectivity rate up to 9% with
surface wrinkles. However, with ZnO NWs, we can decrease it to
2% (instead of 16% without nanowires) for one buffer layer and
to 0% for 6 buffer layers. We also observe the presence of inter-
ference fringes whose amplitude decreases with the increase of
the buffer layer. These fringes are due to the reection of light
between the substrate and the nanowires. The results of this
study show that ZnO NWs are suitable candidates for applica-
tions based on light absorption, such as solar cells. Based on the
optical characterization, it was shown that these materials can be
used as a window layer in solar cells as well as an antireection
layer to absorb light radiation or as a UV sensor. ZnO nanowires
are piezoelectric materials and this has already been demon-
strated by the strong alignment of the peak (0 0 2), which shows
that the ZnO nanowires are well aligned along the c-axis. Thus,
based on this result, these materials can be used in energy har-
vesting applications.
5 Conclusions

Highly oriented (002) ZnO nanowires has been successfully
grown by chemical bath deposition in this study. The charac-
terization of the ZnO NWs was investigated by SEM, Raman, PL,
XRD, and reectometer. The inuence of ZnO sol–gel thin-lm
used as the buffer layer on morphological, optical properties
and structural properties were studied. It was found that the
buffer layer affect the formation of ZnO NWs. Crystallinity of the
ZnO NWs is also conrmed using XRD, which the results shows
that the increase of buffer layer increases the intensity of (002)
orientation.
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